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p(C E) =
p(E C)p(C)

p(E)

Think of E as “effect” and C as “cause”.
But.. warning: sometimes thinking this way will be very non-intuitive.
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p(C)p(E,C) = p(E C)p(C)
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p(x y)

p(y)p(x, y) = p(x y)p(y)
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Conditional Probability Tables (CPTs)

p(y=0)	 0.3	

p(y=1)	 0.7	

y=0	 y=1	

p(x=0|y)	 0.1	 0.6	

p(x=1|y)	 0.9	 0.4	

p(x, y) = p(x y)p(y)



x1,…., xn

y

p(x y)

p(y)

But in general….

p(y=0)	 0.3	

p(y=1)	 1	-	p(y=0)	

y=0	 y=1	

p(x	=	00000|y)	 0.1	 0.5	

p(x	=	00001|y)	 0.4	 0.6	

p(x	=	00010|y)	 0.7	 0.8	

..	 ..	 ..	

p(x	=	11111|y)	 ..	 ..	

Exponential storage space needed!



p(y | x) =
p(x | y)p(y)

p(x)

Assumes features are conditionally independent given the class :

p(x | y) = p(xi | y)
j=1

d

∏

This is the NAÏVE BAYES assumption, which gives us…. the naïve bayes model

p(y | x) =

p(y) p(xi | y)
j=1

d

∏

p(x)

p(x)	is	calculated	as	in	Bayes	Theorem	–	as	a	sum	over	the	possible	numerator	terms	



x = {wind, temp,humidity,outlook}

Wind

yp(y)

Temp Humid Outlook

y=0	 y=1	

P(wind	=	‘weak’|y)	 2/5	 6/9	

P(wind	=	‘strong’|y)	 3/5	 3/9	

y=0	 y=1	

P(outlook=	‘rain’|y)	 …	 ..	

P(outlook=‘overcast’|y)	 …	 ..	

P(outlook=‘sunny’|y)	 …	 ..	

p(y | x) =

p(y) p(xi | y)
j=1

d

∏

p(x)



y=0	 y=1	

P(wind	=	‘weak’|y)	 2/5	 6/9	

P(wind	=	‘strong’|y)	 3/5	 3/9	

y=0	 y=1	

P(outlook=	‘rain’|y)	 …	 ..	

P(outlook=‘overcast’|y)	 …	 ..	

P(outlook=‘sunny’|y)	 …	 ..	

  Outlook Temperature Humidity Wind Tennis? 
1 Sunny Hot High Weak No 
2 Sunny Hot High Strong No 
3 Overcast Hot High Weak Yes 
4 Rain Mild High Weak Yes 
5 Rain Cool Normal Weak Yes 
6 Rain Cool Normal Strong No 
7 Overcast Cool Normal Strong Yes 
8 Sunny Mild High Weak No 
9 Sunny Cool Normal Weak Yes 
10 Rain Mild Normal Weak Yes 
11 Sunny Mild Normal Strong Yes 
12 Overcast Mild High Strong Yes 
13 Overcast Hot Normal Weak Yes 
14 Rain Mild High Strong No 

Try filling this in!



A Bayesian Network

p(b,e,a, j,m) = p( j | a)p(m | a)p(a | e,b)p(e)p(b)



•  Can learn the links – called “structure learning” – but is NP hard

•  Calculating the final probability p(y | x1,…xn) is called “inference”.

•  Computationally intensive when we have very complicated graphs.

•  In spite of this – BNs are a very flexible way of learning.

•  State of the art in modern Machine Learning



Bayesian Nets, done.

Now, grab some lunch.
Then, get to the labs.



Reminder…

Chapter 1

Welcome

Welcome to COMP61011 Machine Learning.

This handbook gives an overview of the logistics of the module: schedule, deadlines, lab work, marking
schemes, etc. The contact hours are 9-5, on Wednesdays, up until reading week.

1.1 Schedule

The rough schedule each week is to do discussion sessions and lectures in the mornings, and lab sessions
in the afternoons.

0900-1000 Discussion sessions on the assigned reading

1030-1200 Lecture on new material

1200-1300 Lunch

1300-1700 Lab sessions

Attendance at the morning sessions, 9-12, is compulsory. Please pay me (and your fellow students)
the respect of being on time. The lab sessions are strongly advised, as this is when you will meet your
assigned Lab Helper and make progress on your lab assignments. Note that we may not always follow
this structure - I will customise the module to how the class feels about each topic. So, please don’t just
try skipping the discussion sessions, as that week I may well have flipped it around and done the new
lecture material at 9am.

The topics are covered in the order of the “COMP61011 Guide to Machine Learning” which you should
all have a copy of. The schedule for the 6 weeks of the module is:

Week Lectures Homework Lab
1 Chapters 1+2 Chapter 3 Week 1 lab targets
2 Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Week 2 lab targets
3 Chapter 6 Chapter 7 Week 3 lab targets
4 Chapter 8 Project Project (deadline)
5 Chapters 9+10 Project Project
6 - Project Project (deadlne)

Please note that you have assigned reading tasks, under ‘homework’ above. You are expected to do
this, and all material delivered each week will assume you have done so. Please do not fall behind.

The nature of the lab sessions and projects will be explained in the following sections.

3

! 

Feedback opportunity this afternoon.


